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Soft C (“suh”) Sound 7s 

A 

ABDUCED ABCDDEU ABDUCE, to abduct (to draw away from original position) [v] 

ABDUCES ABCDESU ABDUCE, to abduct (to draw away from original position) [v] 

ABSCESS ABCESSS to form abscess (localized collection of pus surrounded by inflamed tissue) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ABSCISE ABCEISS to cut off [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ABSENCE ABCEENS state of being away [n -S] 

ACACIAS AAACCIS ACACIA, flowering tree or shrub [n] 

ACCEDED ACCDDEE ACCEDE, to consent (to permit or approve) [v] 

ACCEDER ACCDEER one that accedes (to consent (to permit or approve)) [n -S] 

ACCEDES ACCDEES ACCEDE, to consent (to permit or approve) [v] 

ACCENTS ACCENST ACCENT, to pronounce with prominence [v] 

ACCEPTS ACCEPST ACCEPT, to receive willingly [v] 

ACCIDIA AACCDII acedia (apathy (lack of emotion)) [n -S] 

ACCIDIE ACCDEII acedia (apathy (lack of emotion)) [n -S] 

ACEDIAS AACDEIS ACEDIA, apathy (lack of emotion) [n] 

ACEQUIA AACEIQU irrigation ditch or canal [n -S] 

ACERATE AACEERT acerose (needle-shaped) [adj] 

ACERBER ABCEERR ACERB, sour (sharp or biting to taste) [adj] 

ACEROLA AACELOR West Indian shrub [n -S] 

ACEROSE ACEEORS needle-shaped [adj] 

ACEROUS ACEORSU acerose (needle-shaped) [adj] 

ACETALS AACELST ACETAL, flammable liquid [n] 

ACETATE AACEETT salt of acetic acid [n -S] 

ACETIFY ACEFITY to convert into vinegar [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ACETINS ACEINST ACETIN, chemical compound [n] 

ACETONE ACEENOT flammable liquid [n -S] 

ACETOSE ACEEOST acetous (tasting like vinegar) [adj] 

ACETOUS ACEOSTU tasting like vinegar [adj] 

ACETYLS ACELSTY ACETYL, univalent radical [n] 

ACICULA AACCILU needlelike part or process [n -S, -E]  

ACIDIFY ACDFIIY to convert into acid [v -FIED, -ING, FIES] 

ACIDITY ACDIITY sourness (quality or state of being sour) [n -TIES] 

ACIFORM ACFIMOR needle-shaped [adj] 

ACINOSE ACEINOS ACINUS, small, saclike division of gland [adj] 

ACINOUS ACINOSU ACINUS, small, saclike division of gland [adj] 

ADDUCED ACDDDEU ADDUCE, to bring forward as evidence [v] 

ADDUCER ACDDERU one that adduces (to bring forward as evidence) [n -S] 

ADDUCES ACDDESU ADDUCE, to bring forward as evidence [v] 

ADVANCE AACDENV to move or cause to move ahead [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ADVICES ACDEISV ADVICE, recommendation regarding decision or action [n] 

AECIDIA AACDEII AECIDIUM, aecium (spore-producing organ of certain fungi) [n] 

ALLICIN ACIILLN liquid compound [n -S] 

ALMUCES ACELMSU ALMUCE, hooded cape [n] 

AMBSACE AABCEMS bad luck [n -S] 

AMERCED ACDEEMR AMERCE, to punish by imposing arbitrary fine [v] 
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AMERCER ACEEMRR one that amerces (to punish by imposing arbitrary fine) [n -S] 

AMERCES ACEEMRS AMERCE, to punish by imposing arbitrary fine [v] 

AMESACE AACEEMS ambsace (bad luck) [n -S] 

ANCILLA AACILLN helper (one that helps (to give assistance to)) [n -S, -E] 

ANGLICE ACEGILN in readily understood English [adv] 

ANLACES AACELNS ANLACE, medieval dagger [n] 

ANTACID AACDINT substance that neutralizes acid [n -S] 

ARROCES ACEORRS ARROZ, rice [n] 

ASCENDS ACDENSS ASCEND, to go or move upward [v] 

ASCENTS ACENSST ASCENT, act of ascending (to go or move upward) [n] 

ASCESIS ACEISSS conduct of ascetic [n -SES] 

ASCIDIA AACDIIS ASCIDIUM, flask-shaped plant appendage [n] 

ASCITES ACEISST accumulation of serous fluid in abdomen [n ASCITES] 

ASKANCE AACEKNS with side glance [adv] 

ASOCIAL AACILOS one that avoids company of others [n -S] 

AUSPICE ACEIPSU favorable omen [n -S] 

AVARICE AACEIRV greed (excessive desire for gain or wealth) [n -S] 

AVOCETS ACEOSTV AVOCET, shore bird [n] 

 

Soft C (“suh”) Sound 7s 

B 

BACILLI ABCIILL BACILLUS, any of class of rod-shaped bacteria [n] 

BALANCE AABCELN to weigh (to determine weight of) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BEDUNCE BCDEENU to make dunce of [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BELACED ABCDEEL adorned with lace [adj] 

BIFACES ABCEFIS BIFACE, stone tool having cutting edge [n] 

BIOCIDE BCDEIIO substance destructive to living organisms [n -S] 

BODICES BCDEIOS BODICE, corset [n] 

BORACES ABCEORS BORAX, white crystalline compound [n] 

BOUNCED BCDENOU BOUNCE, to spring back [v] 

BOUNCER BCENORU one that bounces (to spring back) [n -S] 

BOUNCES BCENOSU BOUNCE, to spring back [v] 

BRACERO ABCEORR Mexican laborer [n -S] 

BRACERS ABCERRS BRACER, one that braces (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [n] 

BRACING ABCGINR brace or reinforcement [n -S] / BRACE, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v] 

BRUCINE BCEINRU poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

BRUCINS BCINRSU BRUCIN, brucine (poisonous alkaloid) [n] 

BRUCITE BCEIRTU form of magnesium hydroxide [n -S] 

BULLACE ABCELLU purple plum [n -S] 

 

Soft C (“suh”) Sound 7s 

C 

CACIQUE ACCEIQU tropical oriole [n -S] 

CADDICE ACCDDEI caddis (coarse woolen fabric) [n -S] 

CADENCE ACCDEEN to make rhythmic [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CADUCEI ACCDEIU CADUCEUS, heraldic wand or staff [n] 
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CAEOMAS AACEMOS CAEOMA, spore-forming organ of fungus [n] 

CAESARS AACERSS CAESAR, emperor (ruler of empire) [n] 

CAESIUM ACEIMSU cesium (metallic element) [n -S] 

CAESTUS ACESSTU cestus (belt or girdle) [n -ES] 

CAESURA AACERSU pause in line of verse [n -E, -S] 

CALCIFY ACCFILY to harden (to make hard (firm and unyielding)) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CALCINE ACCEILN to reduce to calx by heat [v -D, -NING, -S] 

CALCITE ACCEILT mineral [n -S] 

CALCIUM ACCILMU metallic element [n -S] 

CALICES ACCEILS CALIX, cup [n] 

CALYCES ACCELSY CALYX, outer protective covering of flower [n] 

CANCELS ACCELNS CANCEL, to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v] 

CANCERS ACCENRS CANCER, malignant growth [n] 

CAPRICE ACCEIPR whim (impulsive idea) [n -S] 

CARCELS ACCELRS CARCEL, unit of illumination [n] 

CARICES ACCEIRS CAREX, marsh plant [n] 

CATFACE AACCEFT deformity of fruit [n -S] 

CEASING ACEGINS CEASE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CEBOIDS BCDEIOS CEBOID, one of family of monkeys [n] 

CECALLY ACCELLY CECUM, bodily cavity with one opening [adv] 

CEDILLA ACDEILL pronunciation mark [n -S] 

CEDULAS ACDELSU CEDULA, Philippine tax [n] 

CEILERS CEEILRS CEILER, one that ceils (to furnish with ceiling) [n] 

CEILIDH CDEHIIL Irish or Scottish party [n -S] 

CEILING CEGIILN overhead lining of room [n -S] / CEIL, to furnish with ceiling [v] 

CELADON ACDELNO pale green color [n -S] 

CELESTA ACEELST keyboard instrument [n -S] 

CELESTE CEEELST celesta (keyboard instrument) [n -S] 

CELIACS ACCEILS CELIAC, one that has chronic nutritional disturbance [n] 

CELLARS ACELLRS CELLAR, to store in underground room [v] 

CELLING CEGILLN CELL, to store in honeycomb [v] 

CELLIST CEILLST one who plays cello [n -S] 

CELLULE CEELLLU small cell [n -S] 

CELOSIA ACEILOS flowering plant [n -S] 

CELOTEX CEELOTX trademark [n -ES] 

CEMBALI ABCEILM CEMBALO, harpsichord [n] 

CEMBALO ABCELMO harpsichord [n -S, -LI] 

CEMENTA ACEEMNT CEMENTUM, hard tissue covering roots of teeth [n] 

CEMENTS CEEMNST CEMENT, to bind firmly [v] 

CENACLE ACCEELN small dining room [n -S] 

CENOTES CEENOST CENOTE, sinkhole in limestone [n] 

CENSERS CEENRSS CENSER, vessel for burning incense [n] 

CENSING CEGINNS CENSE, to perfume with incense [v] 

CENSORS CENORSS CENSOR, to delete objectionable word or passage [v] 

CENSUAL ACELNSU pertaining to act of censusing [adj] 

CENSURE CEENRSU to criticize severely [v -D, -RING, -S] 
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CENTALS ACELNST CENTAL, unit of weight [n] 

CENTARE ACEENRT measure of land area [n -S] 

CENTAUR ACENRTU mythological creature [n -S] 

CENTAVO ACENOTV coin of various Spanish-American nations [n -S] 

CENTERS CEENRST CENTER, to place at center (midpoint) [v] 

CENTILE CEEILNT value of statistical variable [n -S] 

CENTIME CEEIMNT 100th part of franc [n -S] 

CENTIMO CEIMNOT any of various small coins [n -S] 

CENTNER CEENNRT unit of weight [n -S] 

CENTRAL ACELNRT situated at, in, or near center [adj -ER, -EST] / telephone exchange [n -S] 

CENTRED CDEENRT CENTRE, to center (to place at center (midpoint)) [v] 

CENTRES CEENRST CENTRE, to center (to place at center (midpoint)) [v] 

CENTRUM CEMNRTU body of vertebra [n -S, -RA] 

CENTUMS CEMNSTU CENTUM, one hundred [n] 

CENTURY CENRTUY period of 100 years [n -RIES] 

CEPHEID CDEEHIP giant star [n -S] 

CERAMAL AACELMR heat-resistant alloy [n -S] 

CERATED ACDEERT covered with wax [adj] 

CERATES ACEERST CERATE, medicated ointment [n] 

CERATIN ACEINRT keratin (fibrous protein) [n -S] 

CEREALS ACEELRS CEREAL, food made from grain [n] 

CEREBRA ABCEERR CEREBRUM, part of brain [n] 

CERESIN CEEINRS hard whitish wax [n -S] 

CERIPHS CEHIPRS CERIPH, serif (fine line used to finish off main stroke of letter) [n] 

CERISES CEEIRSS CERISE, red color [n] 

CERITES CEEIRST CERITE, mineral [n] 

CERIUMS CEIMRSU CERIUM, metallic element [n] 

CERMETS CEEMRST CERMET, ceramal (heat-resistant alloy) [n] 

CERTAIN ACEINRT absolutely confident [adj -ER, -EST] 

CERTIFY CEFIRTY to confirm (to assure validity of) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CERUMEN CEEMNRU waxy secretion of ear [n -S] 

CERUSES CEERSSU CERUSE, lead compound [n] 

CERVEZA ACEERVZ beer (alcoholic beverage) [n -S] 

CERVIDS CDEIRSV CERVID, mammal of deer family [n] 

CERVINE CEEINRV pertaining to deer (ruminant mammal) [adj] 

CESIUMS CEIMSSU CESIUM, metallic element [n] 

CESSING CEGINSS CESS, to tax or assess [v] 

CESSION CEINOSS act of ceding (to yield (to give up)) [n -S] 

CESSPIT CEIPSST cesspool (covered well or pit for sewage) [n -S] 

CESTODE CDEEOST tapeworm (parasitic worm) [n -S] 

CESTOID CDEIOST cestode (tapeworm (parasitic worm)) [n -S] 

CESURAE ACEERSU CESURA, caesura (pause in line of verse) [n] 

CESURAS ACERSSU CESURA, caesura (pause in line of verse) [n] 

CETANES ACEENST CETANE, diesel fuel [n] 

CEVICHE CCEEHIV seviche (dish of raw fish) [n -S] 

CHALCID ACCDHIL tiny fly [n -S] 
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CHALICE ACCEHIL drinking cup [n -S] 

CHANCED ACCDEHN CHANCE, to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v] 

CHANCEL ACCEHLN area around church altar [n -S] 

CHANCER ACCEHNR opportunist [n -S] 

CHANCES ACCEHNS CHANCE, to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v] 

CHOICER CCEHIOR CHOICE, of fine quality [adj] 

CHOICES CCEHIOS CHOICE, one that is chosen [n] 

CIBORIA ABCIIOR CIBORIUM, vessel for holding holy bread [n] 

CIBOULE BCEILOU cibol (variety of onion) [n -S] 

CICADAE AACCDEI CICADA, winged insect [n] 

CICADAS AACCDIS CICADA, winged insect [n] 

CICALAS AACCILS CICALA, cicada (winged insect) [n] 

CICEROS CCEIORS CICERO, unit of measure in printing [n] 

CICHLID CCDHIIL tropical fish [n -S, -AE] 

CIGARET ACEGIRT cigarette [n -S] 

CIGGIES CEGGIIS CIGGIE, cigarette [n] / CIGGY [n] 

CILIARY ACIILRY pertaining to cilia (short, hairlike projection) [adj] 

CILIATE ACEIILT one of class of ciliated protozoans [n -S] 

CILICES CCEIILS CILICE, coarse cloth [n] 

CIMICES CCEIIMS CIMEX, bedbug (bloodsucking insect) [n] 

CINCHED CCDEHIN CINCH, to girth (to encircle (to form circle around)) [v] 

CINCHES CCEHINS CINCH, to girth (to encircle (to form circle around)) [v] 

CINDERS CDEINRS CINDER, to reduce to cinders (ashes) [v] 

CINDERY CDEINRY containing cinders [adj] 

CINEAST ACEINST devotee of motion pictures [n -S] 

CINEMAS ACEIMNS CINEMA, motion-picture theater [n] 

CINEOLE CEEILNO cineol (liquid used as antiseptic) [n -S] 

CINEOLS CEILNOS CINEOL, liquid used as antiseptic [n] 

CINERIN CEIINNR compound used in insecticides [n -S] 

CINGULA ACGILNU CINGULUM, anatomical band or girdle [n] 

CINQUES CEINQSU CINQUE, number five [n] 

CIPHERS CEHIPRS CIPHER, to solve problems in arithmetic [v] 

CIPHONY CHINOPY electronic scrambling of voice transmissions [n -NIES] 

CIPOLIN CIILNOP type of marble [n -S] 

CIRCLED CCDEILR CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CIRCLER CCEILRR one that circles (to move or revolve around) [n -S] 

CIRCLES CCEILRS CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CIRCLET CCEILRT small ring or ring-shaped object [n -S] 

CIRCUIT CCIIRTU to move around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CIRCUSY CCIRSUY CIRCUS, public entertainment [adj] 

CIRQUES CEIQRSU CIRQUE, deep, steep-walled basin on mountain [n] 

CIRRATE ACEIRRT having cirri [adj] 

CIRROSE CEIORRS cirrous (having cirri) [adj] 

CIRROUS CIORRSU having cirri [adj] 

CIRSOID CDIIORS varicose (abnormally swollen or dilated) [adj] 

CISCOES CCEIOSS CISCO, freshwater fish [n] 
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CISSIES CEIISSS CISSY, sissy (effeminate mor boy) [n] 

CISSOID CDIIOSS type of geometric curve [n -S] 

CISTERN CEINRST water tank [n -S] 

CISTRON CINORST segment of DNA [n -S] 

CITABLE ABCEILT citeable (suitable for citation) [adj] 

CITADEL ACDEILT fortress or stronghold [n -S] 

CITATOR ACIORTT one that cites (to quote as authority or example) [n -S] 

CITHARA AACHIRT ancient stringed instrument [n -S] 

CITHERN CEHINRT cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n -S] 

CITHERS CEHIRST CITHER, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

CITHREN CEHINRT cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n -S] 

CITIZEN CEIINTZ resident of city or town [n -S] 

CITOLAS ACILOST CITOLA, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

CITOLES CEILOST CITOLE, citola(cittern (pear-shaped guitar)) [n] 

CITRALS ACILRST CITRAL, lemon flavoring [n] 

CITRATE ACEIRTT salt of citric acid [n -S] 

CITRINE CEIINRT variety of quartz [n -S] 

CITRINS CIINRST CITRIN, citric vitamin [n] 

CITRONS CINORST CITRON, lemonlike fruit [n] 

CITROUS CIORSTU pertaining to citrus tree [adj] 

CITRUSY CIRSTUY CITRUS, any of genus of tropical, fruit-bearing trees [adj] 

CITTERN CEINRTT pear-shaped guitar [n -S] 

CIVILLY CIILLVY politely (showing consideration for others) [adv] 

CIVISMS CIIMSSV CIVISM, good citizenship [n] 

CIVVIES CEIISVV CIVVY, civilian (nonmilitary person) [n] 

CODICES CCDEIOS CODEX, ancient manuscript [n] 

CODICIL CCDIILO supplement to will [n -S] 

COERCED CCDEEOR COERCE, to compel by force or threat [v] 

COERCER CCEEORR one that coerces (to compel by force or threat) [n -S] 

COERCES CCEEORS COERCE, to compel by force or threat [v] 

COLICIN CCIILNO antibacterial substance [n -S] 

CONCEAL ACCELNO to keep from sight or discovery [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCEDE CCDEENO to acknowledge as true [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CONCEIT CCEINOT to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCENT CCENNOT harmony (agreement (act of agreeing (agree))) [n -S] 

CONCEPT CCENOPT general idea [n -S] 

CONCERN CCENNOR to be of interest to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCERT CCENORT to plan (to formulate plan (method for achieving end)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCISE CCEINOS succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj -R, -ST] 

CONDUCE CCDENOU to contribute to result [v -D, -CING, -S] 

COPPICE CCEIOPP to cause to grow in form of coppice (thicket) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CORNICE CCEINOR to decorate with molding [v -D, -CING, -S] 

COUNCIL CCILNOU group of persons appointed for certain function [n -S] 

CREVICE CCEEIRV cleft [n -S] 

CROCEIN CCEINOR red dye [n -S] 

CROCINE CCEINOR pertaining to crocus [adj] 
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CRUCIAL ACCILRU of supreme importance [adj] 

CRUCIAN ACCINRU European fish [n -S] 

CRUCIFY CCFIRUY to put to death on cross [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CULICES CCEILSU CULEX, mosquito (winged insect) [n] 

CULICID CCDIILU culicine (mosquito (winged insect)) [n -S] 

CYLICES CCEILSY CYLIX, kylix (drinking vessel) [n] 

 

Soft C (“suh”) Sound 7s 

D 

DACITES ACDEIST DACITE, light gray rock [n] 

DANCERS ACDENRS DANCER, one that dances (to move rhythmically to music) [n] 

DANCIER ACDEINR DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj] 

DANCING ACDGINN DANCE, to move rhythmically to music [v] 

DECEASE ACDEEES to die [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DECEITS CDEEIST DECEIT, act of deceiving (to mislead by falsehood) [n] 

DECEIVE CDEEEIV to mislead by falsehood [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DECENCY CCDEENY state of being decent (conforming to recognized standards of propriety) [n -CIES] 

DECERNS CDEENRS DECERN, to decree by judicial sentence [v] 

DECIARE ACDEEIR metric unit of are[n -S] 

DECIBEL BCDEEIL unit of sound intensity [n -S] 

DECIDED CDDDEEI DECIDE, to make choice or judgment [v] 

DECIDER CDDEEIR one that decides (to make choice or judgment) [n -S] 

DECIDES CDDEEIS DECIDE, to make choice or judgment [v] 

DECIDUA ACDDEIU mucous membrane of uterus [n -S, -E] 

DECILES CDEEILS DECILE, statistical interval [n] 

DECIMAL ACDEILM fraction whose denominator is some power of ten [n -S] 

DEDUCED CDDDEEU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v] 

DEDUCES CDDEESU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v] 

DEFACED ACDDEEF DEFACE, to mar appearance of [v] 

DEFACER ACDEEFR one that defaces (to mar appearance of) [n -S] 

DEFACES ACDEEFS DEFACE, to mar appearance of [v] 

DEFENCE CDEEEFN to defense (to guard against specific attack) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DEFICIT CDEFIIT shortage (insufficient supply or amount) [n -S] 

DEFORCE CDEEFOR to withhold by force [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DEHISCE CDEEHIS to split open [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DEICERS CDEEIRS DEICER, one that deices (to free from ice) [n] 

DEICIDE CDDEEII killing of god [n -S] 

DEICING CDEGIIN DEICE, to free from ice [v] 

DESCEND CDDEENS to come or go down [v -ED, -ING-S] 

DESCENT CDEENST act of descending (to come or go down) [n -S] 

DEUCING CDEGINU DEUCE, to bring tennis score to tie [v] 

DEVICES CDEEISV DEVICE, something devised or constructed for specific purpose [n] 

DEVOICE CDEEIOV to unvoice (to deprive of voice or vocal quality) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DIACIDS ACDDIIS DIACID, type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

DICIEST CDEIIST DICEY, dangerous [adj] 

DIOCESE CDEEIOS ecclesiastical district [n -S] 
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DISCEPT CDEIPST to debate (to argue about) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISCERN CDEINRS to perceive (to become aware of through senses) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIVORCE CDEIORV to terminate marriage contract between [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DOCENTS CDENOST DOCENT, college or university lecturer [n] 

DOGFACE ACDEFGO soldier in U.S. Army [n -S] 

DOMICIL CDIILMO to domicile (to establish in residence) [v -ED, -LING, -S] 

DORMICE CDEIMOR DORMOUSE, small rodent (gnawing mammal) [n] 

DOUCELY CDELOUY DOUCE, sober, sedate [adv] 

DOUCEST CDEOSTU DOUCE, sober, sedate [adj] 

DOUCEUR CDEORUU gratuity (gift of money) [n -S] 

DRACENA AACDENR dracaena(tropical plant) [n -S] 

DULCETS CDELSTU DULCET, soft-toned organ stop [n] 

DULCIAN ACDILNU early type of bassoon [n -S] 

DULCIFY CDFILUY to sweeten (to make sweet (pleasing to taste)) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DUNCISH CDHINSU DUNCE, stupid person [adj] 

DURANCE ACDENRU restraint by or as if by physical force [n -S] 

 

Soft C (“suh”) Sound 7s 

E 

ECOCIDE CCDEEIO destruction of natural environment [n -S] 

EDACITY ACDEITY gluttony (excessive eating) [n -TIES] 

EDIFICE CDEEFII building (something that is built) [n -S] 

EDUCING CDEGINU EDUCE, to draw forth or bring out [v] 

EFFACED ACDEEFF EFFACE, to rub or wipe out [v] 

EFFACER ACEEFFR one that effaces (to rub or wipe out) [n -S] 

EFFACES ACEEFFS EFFACE, to rub or wipe out [v] 

ELICITS CEIILST ELICIT, to educe (to draw forth or bring out) [v] 

EMBRACE ABCEEMR to hug (to clasp tightly in arms) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

EMPLACE ACEELMP to position (to put in particular location) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENCINAL ACEILNN ENCINA, evergreen oak [adj] 

ENCINAS ACEINNS ENCINA, evergreen oak [n] 

ENFACED ACDEEFN ENFACE, to write on front of [v] 

ENFACES ACEEFNS ENFACE, to write on front of [v] 

ENFORCE CEEFNOR to compel obedience to [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENHANCE ACEEHNN to raise to higher degree [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENLACED ACDEELN ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

ENLACES ACEELNS ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

ENOUNCE CEENNOU to announce (to make known publicly) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENTICED CDEEINT ENTICE, to allure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

ENTICER CEEINRT one that entices (to allure (to attract with something desirable)) [n -S] 

ENTICES CEEINST ENTICE, to allure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

EPICENE CEEEINP one having both male and female characteristics [n -S] 

EPISCIA ACEIIPS tropical herb [n -S] 

ESSENCE CEEENSS fundamental nature or quality [n -S] 

EVINCED CDEEINV EVINCE, to show clearly [v] 

EVINCES CEEINSV EVINCE, to show clearly [v] 
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EXCEEDS CDEEESX EXCEED, to go beyond [v] 

EXCEPTS CEEPSTX EXCEPT, to leave out [v] 

EXCERPT CEEPRTX to pick out passage from for quoting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXCIDED CDDEEIX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

EXCIDES CDEEISX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

EXCIDES CDEEISX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

EXCIMER CEEIMRX dimer that exists in excited state [n -S] 

EXCIPLE CEEILPX rim around hymenium of various lichens [n -S] 

EXCISED CDEEISX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EXCISES CEEISSX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EXCITED CDEEITX EXCITE, to arouse emotions of [v] 

EXCITER CEEIRTX one that excites (to arouse emotions of) [n -S] 

EXCITES CEEISTX EXCITE, to arouse emotions of [v] 

EXCITON CEINOTX phenomenon occurring in excited crystal [n -S] 

EXCITOR CEIORTX exciter (one that excites (to arouse emotions of)) [n -S] 

EXSCIND CDEINSX to cut out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

Soft C (“suh”) Sound 7s 

F 

FACEOFF ACEFFFO action that starts hockey game [n -C] 

FACETED ACDEEFT FACET, to cut small plane surfaces on [v] 

FACIALS AACFILS FACIAL, treatment for face [n] 

FACIEND ACDEFIN number to be multiplied by another [n -S] 

FACINGS ACFGINS FACING, lining at edge of garment [n] 

FACTICE ACCEFIT rubber-like material [n -S] 

FAIENCE ACEEFIN variety of glazed pottery [n -S] 

FANCIED ACDEFIN FANCY, to take liking to [v] 

FANCIED ACDEFIN FANCY, to take liking to [v] 

FANCIER ACEFINR FANCY, ornamental [adj] / one that has special liking for something [n -S] 

FANCIES ACEFINS FANCY, to take liking to [v] 

FANCIFY ACFFINY to make fancy (ornamental) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

FANCILY ACFILNY FANCY, ornamental [adv] 

FARCERS ACEFRRS FARCER, farceur (joker (one that jokes (joke))) [n] 

FARCEUR ACEFRRU joker (one that jokes (to say something amusing)) [n -S] 

FARCIES ACEFIRS FARCY, disease of horses [n] 

FARCING ACFGINR FARCE, to fill out with witty material [v] 

FASCIAE AACEFIS FASCIA, broad and distinct band of color [n] 

FASCIAL AACFILS FASCIA, broad and distinct band of color [adj] 

FASCIAS AACFISS FASCIA, broad and distinct band of color [n] 

FASCINE ACEFINS bundle of sticks used in building fortifications [n -S] 

FASCISM ACFIMSS oppressive political system [n -S] 

FASCIST ACFISST advocate of fascism (oppressive political system) [n -S] 

FAUCETS ACEFSTU FAUCET, device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe [n] 

FAUCIAL AACFILU pertaining to fauces [adj] 

FECIALS ACEFILS FECIAL, fetial (priest of ancient Rome) [n] 

FENCERS CEEFNRS FENCER, one that fences (to practice art of fencing) [n] 
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FENCING CEFGINN art of using sword in attack and defense [n -S] / FENCE, to practice art of fencing [v] 

FIANCEE ACEEFIN woman engaged to be married [n -S] 

FIANCES ACEFINS FIANCE, man engaged to be married [n] 

FIERCER CEEFIRR FIERCE, violently hostile or aggressive [adj] 

FINANCE ACEFINN to supply money for [v -D, -CING, -S] 

FLACCID ACCDFIL lacking firmness [adj] 

FLEECED CDEEEFL FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEECER CEEEFLR one that fleeces (to remove coat of wool from) [n -S] 

FLEECES CEEEFLS FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLOUNCE CEFLNOU to move with exaggerated motions [v -D, -CING, -S] 

FOLACIN ACFILNO B vitamin [n -S] 

FORCEPS CEFOPRS instrument for seizing and holding objects [n -CIPES] 

FORCERS CEFORRS FORCER, one that forces (to overcome resistance by exertion of strength) [n] 

FORCING CFGINOR FORCE, to overcome resistance by exertion of strength [v] 

FROUNCE CEFNORU to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

FURNACE ACEFNRU to subject to heat [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

Soft C (“suh”) Sound 7s 
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GARCONS ACGNORS GARCON, waiter [n] 

GLACEED ACDEEGL GLACE, to cover with icing [v] 

GLACIAL AACGILL of or pertaining to glaciers [adj] 

GLACIER ACEGILR huge mass of ice [n -S] 

GLANCED ACDEGLN GLANCE, to look quickly [v] 

GLANCER ACEGLNR one that glances (to look quickly) [n -S] 

GLANCES ACEGLNS GLANCE, to look quickly [v] 

GLYCINE CEGILNY amino acid [n -S] 

GLYCINS CGILNSY GLYCIN, compound used in photography [n] 

GLYCYLS CGLLSYY GLYCYL, radical derived from glycine [n] 

GRACILE ACEGILR gracefully slender [adj] 

GRACING ACGGINR GRACE, to give beauty to [v] 

GRECIZE CEEGIRZ to provide with Greek style [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

GRIMACE ACEGIMR to contort facial features [v -D, -CING, -S] 

GROCERS CEGORRS GROCER, dealer in foodstuffs and household supplies [n] 

GROCERY CEGORRY grocer's store [n -RIES] 

GYNECIA ACEGINY GYNECIUM, pistil of flower [n] 
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HELICES CEEHILS HELIX, something spiral in form [n] 

HIRCINE CEHIINR pertaining to goat (horned mammal) [adj] 

HOSPICE CEHIOPS shelter [n -S] 

HYRACES ACEHRSY HYRAX, small, harelike mammal [n] 

 

Soft C (“suh”) Sound 7s 
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ICEBERG BCEEGIR large floating body of ice [n -S] 

ICEBOAT ABCEIOT to travel in vehicle that sails on ice [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ICECAPS ACCEIPS ICECAP, covering of ice and snow [n] 

ICEFALL ACEFILL kind of frozen waterfall [n -S] 

ICEFISH CEFHIIS to fish through holes in ice on lake or river [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ICELESS CEEILSS having no ice [adj] 

ICELIKE CEEIIKL resembling ice [adj] 

ICEWINE CEEIINW sweet wine made from grapes frozen on vine [n -S] 

ICEWORM CEIMORW small worm found in glaciers [n -S] 

ICICLED CCDEIIL ICICLE, hanging spike of ice [adj] 

ICICLES CCEIILS ICICLE, hanging spike of ice [n] 

ICINESS CEIINSS state of being icy (covered with ice) [n -ES] 

ILLICIT CIIILLT not permitted [adj] 

INCENSE CEEINNS to make angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INCENTS CEINNST INCENT, to provide with incentive [v] 

INCEPTS CEINPST INCEPT, to take in [v] 

INCESTS CEINSST INCEST, sexual intercourse between closely related persons [n] 

INCIPIT CIIINPT opening words of text [n -S] 

INCISAL ACIILNS being cutting edge of tooth [adj] 

INCISED CDEIINS INCISE, to cut into [v] 

INCISES CEIINSS INCISE, to cut into [v] 

INCISOR CIINORS cutting tooth [n -S] 

INCITED CDEIINT INCITE, to arouse to action [v] 

INCITER CEIINRT one that incites (to arouse to action) [n -S] 

INCITES CEIINST INCITE, to arouse to action [v] 

INCIVIL CIIILNV discourteous [adj] 

INDICES CDEIINS INDEX, type of reference guide at end of book [n] 

INDUCED CDDEINU INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

INDUCER CDEINRU one that induces (to influence into doing something) [n -S] 

INDUCES CDEINSU INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

INLACED ACDEILN INLACE, to enlace (to bind with laces) [v] 

INLACES ACEILNS INLACE, to enlace (to bind with laces) [v] 

INVOICE CEIINOV to bill (to present statement of costs to) [v -D, -CING, -S] 
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JACINTH ACHIJNT variety of zircon [n -S] 

JAUNCED ACDEJNU JAUNCE, to prance (to spring forward on hind legs) [v] 

JAUNCES ACEJNSU JAUNCE, to prance (to spring forward on hind legs) [v] 

JOUNCED CDEJNOU JOUNCE, to move roughly up and down [v] 

JOUNCES CEJNOSU JOUNCE, to move roughly up and down [v] 

JOYANCE ACEJNOY gladness (state of being glad (feeling pleasure)) [n -S] 

JUICERS CEIJRSU JUICER, juice extractor [n] 

JUICIER CEIIJRU JUICY, full of juice [adj] 

JUICILY CIIJLUY JUICY, full of juice [adv] 

JUICING CGIIJNU JUICE, to extract juice (liquid part of fruit or vegetable) from [v] 
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JUSTICE CEIJSTU judge [n -S] 
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LACIEST ACEILST LACY, resembling lacework (delicate openwork fabric) [adj] / LACEY [adj] 

LACINGS ACGILNS LACING, contrasting marginal band of color [n] 

LAICISE ACEIILS to laicize (to free from clerical control) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LAICISM ACIILMS political system free from clerical control [n -S] 

LAICIZE ACEIILZ to free from clerical control [v -D, -ZING, -ZES] 

LANCERS ACELNRS LANCER, cavalryman armed with lance [n] 

LANCETS ACELNST LANCET, narrow, pointed arch [n] 

LANCING ACGILNN LANCE, to pierce with lance (spearlike weapon) [v] 

LARCENY ACELNRY felonious taking and removal of another's personal goods [n -NIES] 

LATICES ACEILST LATEX, milky liquid of certain plants [n] 

LATTICE ACEILTT to form structure consisting of interlaced strips of material [v -D, -CING, -S] 

LAUNCES ACELNSU LAUNCE, marine fish [n] 

LETTUCE CEELTTU herb cultivated as salad plant [n -S] 

LEUCINE CEEILNU amino acid [n -S] 

LEUCINS CEILNSU LEUCIN, leucine (amino acid) [n] 

LEUCITE CEEILTU mineral [n -S] 

LICENCE CCEEILN to license (to issue or grant authoritative permission to) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

LICENSE CEEILNS to issue or grant authoritative permission to [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LICENTE CEEILNT SENTE, monetary unit of Lesotho [n] 

LICITLY CIILLTY LICIT, lawful (allowed by law (body of rules governing affairs of community)) [adv] 

LUCENCE CCEELNU lucency (quality of being lucent) [n -S] 

LUCENCY CCELNUY quality of being lucent [n -CIES] 

LUCERNE CEELNRU alfalfa (plant cultivated for use as hay and forage) [n -S] 

LUCERNS CELNRSU LUCERN, lucerne (alfalfa (plant cultivated for use as hay and forage)) [n] 

LUCIDER CDEILRU LUCID, easily understood [adj] 

LUCIDLY CDILLUY LUCID, easily understood [adv] 

LUCIFER CEFILRU friction match [n -S] 

LUCITES CEILSTU LUCITE, trademark [n] 

LYCEUMS CELMSUY LYCEUM, hall for public lectures or discussions [n] 

LYNCEAN ACELNNY of or resembling lynx [adj] 
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MALICES ACEILMS MALICE, desire to injure another [n] 

MARCELS ACELMRS MARCEL, to make deep, soft wave in hair [v] 

MENACED ACDEEMN MENACE, to threaten (to be source of danger to) [v] 

MENACER ACEEMNR one that menaces (to threaten (to be source of danger to)) [n -S] 

MENACES ACEEMNS MENACE, to threaten (to be source of danger to) [v] 

MERCERS CEEMRRS MERCER, dealer in textiles [n] 
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MERCERY CEEMRRY mercer's shop [n -RIES] 

MERCIES CEEIMRS MERCY, compassion shown to offender or enemy [n] 

MICELLA ACEILLM micelle (coherent strand or structure in fiber) [n -E] 

MICELLE CEEILLM coherent strand or structure in fiber [n -S] 

MICELLS CEILLMS MICELL, micelle (coherent strand or structure in fiber) [n] 

MINCERS CEIMNRS MINCER, one that minces (to cut into very small pieces) [n] 

MINCIER CEIIMNR MINCY, affectedly dainty [adj] 

MINCING CGIIMNN MINCE, to cut into very small pieces [v] 

MIOCENE CEEIMNO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

MISCITE CEIIMST to misquote (to quote incorrectly) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MONACID ACDIMNO monoacid (type of acid (type of chemical compound)) [n -S] 

MORCEAU ACEMORU short literary or musical composition [n -X] 

MORTICE CEIMORT to mortise (to join or fasten securely) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MURICES CEIMRSU MUREX, marine mollusk [n] 

MUSCIDS CDIMSSU MUSCID, musca (any of genus of flies) [n] 

MYCELES CEELMSY MYCELE, mycelium (vegetative portion of fungus) [n] 

MYCELIA ACEILMY MYCELIUM, vegetative portion of fungus [n] 
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NACELLE ACEELLN shelter on aircraft [n -S] 

NARCEIN ACEINNR narceine (opium derivative) [n -S] 

NARCISM ACIMNRS excessive love of oneself [n -S] 

NARCIST ACINRST one given to narcism [n NARC-SISTS] 

NASCENT ACENNST coming into existence [adj] 

NIACINS ACIINNS NIACIN, B vitamin [n] 

NOCEBOS BCENOOS NOCEBO, harmless substance that induces harmful effects in patients having negative expectations [n] 

NONACID ACDINNO substance that is not acid [n -S] 

NOPLACE ACELNOP not in or at any place [adv] 

NOTICED CDEINOT NOTICE, to become aware of [v] 

NOTICER CEINORT one that notices (to become aware of) [n -S] 

NOTICES CEINOST NOTICE, to become aware of [v] 

NOVICES CEINOSV NOVICE, person new to any field or activity [n] 

NUANCED ACDENNU NUANCE, to give subtle shade of meaning to [v] 

NUANCES ACENNSU NUANCE, to give subtle shade of meaning to [v] 

NUCELLI CEILLNU NUCELLUS, essential part of plant ovule [n] 

NUNCIOS CINNOSU NUNCIO, ambassador from pope [n] 
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OBSCENE BCEENOS indecent (not decent) [adj -R, -ST] 

OCCIPUT CCIOPTU back part of skull [n -S, -PITA] 

OCELLAR ACELLOR pertaining to ocellus (minute simple eye) [adj] 

OCELLUS CELLOSU minute simple eye [n -LLI] 

OCELOID CDEILOO OCELOT, American wildcat [adj] 

OCELOTS CELOOST OCELOT, American wildcat [n] 
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OCICATS ACCIOST OCICAT, domestic cat having short spotted coat [n] 

OFFENCE CEEFFNO offense (violation of moral or social code) [n -S] 

OFFICER CEFFIOR to furnish with officers (persons holding positions of authority) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OFFICES CEFFIOS OFFICE, position of authority [n] 

OPACIFY ACFIOPY to make opaque (impervious to light) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

OPACITY ACIOPTY something that is opaque [n -TIES] 

ORACIES ACEIORS ORACY, skill in oral expression and comprehension [n] 

ORCEINS CEINORS ORCEIN, reddish brown dye [n] 

ORCINOL CILNOOR chemical compound [n -S] 

ORIFICE CEFIIOR mouth or mouthlike opening [n -S] 

ORRICES CEIORRS ORRICE, orris (flowering plant) [n] 

OSCINES CEINOSS OSCINE, any of family of songbirds [n] 

OUTCITY CIOTTUY city on outskirts of larger city [n -TIES] 

OUTFACE ACEFOTU to confront unflinchingly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTPACE ACEOPTU to surpass in speed [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTRACE ACEORTU to run faster or farther than [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OVICIDE CDEIIOV agent that kills eggs [n -S] 

OXYACID ACDIOXY acid that contains oxygen [n -S] 
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PACIEST ACEIPST PACEY, keeping fast pace (rate of speed) [adj] / PACY [adj] 

PACINGS ACGINPS PACING, speed at which event takes place [n] 

PALACED AACDELP PALACE, royal residence [adj] 

PALACES AACELPS PALACE, royal residence [n] 

PANACEA AAACENP remedy for all diseases or ills [n -S] 

PARCELS ACELPRS PARCEL, to divide into parts or shares [v] 

PATONCE ACENOPT having arms broaden from center and end in three-pointed lobes -- used of heraldic cross [adj] 

PAUCITY ACIPTUY smallness of number or quantity [n -TIES] 

PEACING ACEGINP PEACE, to be or become silent [v] 

PEDICEL CDEEILP slender basal part of organism [n -S] 

PENANCE ACEENNP to impose type of punishment upon [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PENCELS CEELNPS PENCEL, small flag [n] 

PENCILS CEILNPS PENCIL, to produce by using pencil (writing and drawing implement) [v] 

PENICIL CEIILNP small tuft of hairs [n -S] 

PERACID ACDEIPR type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

PERCENT CEENPRT one part in hundred [n -S] 

PERCEPT CEEPPRT something that is perceived [n -S] 

PERCIDS CDEIPRS PERCID, freshwater fish of perch family [n] 

PHOCINE CEHINOP pertaining to seals [adj] 

PICEOUS CEIOPSU glossy-black in color [adj] 

PIECERS CEEIPRS PIECER, one that pieces (to join into whole) [n] 

PIECING CEGIINP material to be sewn together [n -S] / PIECE, to join into whole [v] 

PIERCED CDEEIPR PIERCE, to cut or pass into or through [v] 

PIERCER CEEIPRR one that pierces (to cut or pass into or through) [n -S] 

PIERCES CEEIPRS PIERCE, to cut or pass into or through [v] 
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PINCERS CEINPRS PINCER, one of two pivoted parts of grasping tool [n] 

PINNACE ACEINNP small sailing ship [n -S] 

PISCINA ACIINPS basin used in certain church ceremonies [n -S, -E] 

PISCINE CEIINPS pertaining to fish [adj] 

PLACEBO ABCELOP substance containing no medication that is given for its psychological effect [n -S, -ES] 

PLACERS ACELPRS PLACER, one that places (to set in particular position) [n] 

PLACETS ACELPST PLACET, vote of assent [n] 

PLACING ACGILNP state of being ranked in race [n -S] / PLACE, to set in particular position [v] 

PLAICES ACEILPS PLAICE, European flatfish [n] 

POLICED CDEILOP POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v] 

POLICER CEILOPR one that polices (to make clean or orderly) [n -S] 

POLICES CEILOPS POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v] 

POMACES ACEMOPS POMACE, pulpy residue of crushed fruits [n] 

PONCING CGINNOP PONCE, to pimp (to solicit clients for prostitute) [v] 

PORCINE CEINOPR pertaining to swine (contemptible person) [adj] 

POTENCE CEENOPT potency (quality of being potent) [n -S] 

POUNCED CDENOPU POUNCE, to make sudden assault or approach [v] 

POUNCER CENOPRU one that pounces (to make sudden assault or approach) [n -S] 

POUNCES CENOPSU POUNCE, to make sudden assault or approach [v] 

PRANCED ACDENPR PRANCE, to spring forward on hind legs [v] 

PRANCER ACENPRR one that prances (to spring forward on hind legs) [n -S] 

PRANCES ACENPRS PRANCE, to spring forward on hind legs [v] 

PRECEDE CDEEEPR to go before [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PRECENT CEENPRT to lead church choir in singing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECEPT CEEPPRT rule of conduct [n -S] 

PRECESS CEEPRSS to rotate with complex motion [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PRECIPE CEEIPPR praecipe (legal writ) [n -S] 

PRECIPS CEIPPRS PRECIP, precipitation [n] 

PRECISE CEEIPRS sharply and clearly defined or stated [adj -R, -ST] 

PREFACE ACEEFPR to provide with introductory statement [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PREPUCE CEEPPRU fold of skin covering penis [n -S] 

PRERACE ACEEPRR preceding race [adj] 

PRICERS CEIPRRS PRICER, one that prices (to set value on) [n] 

PRICIER CEIIPRR PRICY, pricey (expensive) [adj] / PRICEY [adj] 

PRICILY CIILPRY PRICY, pricey (expensive) [adv] 

PRICING CGIINPR PRICE, to set value on [v] 

PRINCES CEINPRS PRINCE, non-reigning male member of royal family [n] 

PROCEED CDEEOPR to go forward or onward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROCESS CEOPRSS to treat or prepare by special method [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PRODUCE CDEOPRU to bring into existence [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PSOCIDS CDIOPSS PSOCID, minute winged insect [n] 

PUMICED CDEIMPU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v] 

PUMICER CEIMPRU one that pumices (to polish with porous volcanic rock) [n -S] 

PUMICES CEIMPSU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v] 
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QUINCES CEINQSU QUINCE, apple-like fruit [n] 
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RACEMED ACDEEMR RACEME, mode of arrangement of flowers along axis [adj] 

RACEMES ACEEMRS RACEME, mode of arrangement of flowers along axis [n] 

RACEWAY AACERWY channel for conducting water [n -S] 

RACIEST ACEIRST RACY, bordering on impropriety or indecency [adj] 

RACINGS ACGINRS RACING, sport of engaging in contests of speed [n] 

RACINOS ACINORS RACINO, racetrack at which slot machines are available [n] 

RACISMS ACIMRSS RACISM, doctrine of racial superiority [n] 

RACISTS ACIRSST RACIST, advocate of racism (doctrine of racial superiority) [n] 

RADICEL ACDEILR rootlet (small root) [n -S] 

RADICES ACDEIRS RADIX, root of plant [n] 

RAUCITY ACIRTUY state of being raucous (loud and unruly) [n -TIES] 

RECEDED CDDEEER RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

RECEDES CDEEERS RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

RECEIPT CEEIPRT to mark as having been paid [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECEIVE CEEEIRV to come into possession of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RECENCY CCEENRY state of being recent (of or pertaining to time not long past) [n -CIES] 

RECEPTS CEEPRST RECEPT, type of mental image [n] 

RECIPES CEEIPRS RECIPE, set of instructions for making something [n] 

RECITAL ACEILRT detailed account [n -S] 

RECITED CDEEIRT RECITE, to declaim or say from memory [v] 

RECITER CEEIRRT one that recites (to declaim or say from memory) [n -S] 

RECITES CEEIRST RECITE, to declaim or say from memory [v] 

REDUCED CDDEERU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

REDUCER CDEERRU one that reduces (to diminish (to lessen)) [n -S] 

REDUCES CDEERSU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

REFACED ACDEEFR REFACE, to repair outer surface of [v] 

REFACES ACEEFRS REFACE, to repair outer surface of [v] 

REFENCE CEEEFNR FENCE, to practice art of fencing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REJOICE CEEIJOR to feel joyful [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RELACED ACDEELR RELACE, LACE, to fasten by means of lace (cord for drawing together two edges) [v] 

RELACES ACEELRS RELACE, LACE, to fasten by means of lace (cord for drawing together two edges) [v] 

REPLACE ACEELPR to take place of [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REPRICE CEEIPRR PRICE, to set value on [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RESCIND CDEINRS to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPACE ACEEPRS SPACE, to set some distance apart [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RETRACE ACEERRT to go back over [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REVOICE CEEIORV VOICE, to express or utter [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RICINUS CIINRSU large-leaved plant [n -ES] 

ROMANCE ACEMNOR to woo (to seek affection of) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ROSACEA AACEORS chronic inflammation of parts of face [n -S] 

ROSACES ACEORSS ROSACE, ornamentation resembling rose [n] 
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RUBACES ABCERSU RUBACE, rubasse (variety of quartz) [n] 
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S 

SALICIN ACIILNS chemical compound [n -S] 

SARCINA AACINRS spherical bacterium [n -S, -E] 

SAUCERS ACERSSU SAUCER, small, shallow dish [n] 

SAUCIER ACEIRSU SAUCY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] / chef who specializes in sauces [n -S] 

SAUCILY ACILSUY SAUCY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adv] 

SAUCING ACGINSU SAUCE, to season with sauce (flavorful liquid dressing) [v] 

SCARCER ACCERRS SCARCE, infrequently seen or found [adj] 

SCENDED CDDEENS SCEND, to rise upward, as ship on wave [v] 

SCENERY CEENRSY picturesque landscape or view [n -RIES] 

SCENICS CCEINSS SCENIC, depiction of natural scenery [n] 

SCENTED CDEENST SCENT, to fill with odor [v] 

SCEPTER CEEPRST to invest with royal authority [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCEPTRE CEEPRST to scepter (to invest with royal authority) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

SCIENCE CCEEINS department of systematized knowledge [n -S] 

SCILLAS ACILLSS SCILLA, flowering plant [n] 

SCIRRHI CHIIRRS SCIRRHUS, hard tumor [n] 

SCISSOR CIORSSS to cut with two-bladed cutting implement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCIURID CDIIRSU sciurine (rodent of squirrel family) [n -S] 

SCONCED CCDENOS SCONCE, to fine (to subject to fine (monetary penalty)) [v] 

SCONCES CCENOSS SCONCE, to fine (to subject to fine (monetary penalty)) [v] 

SEANCES ACEENSS SEANCE, meeting of persons seeking spiritualistic messages [n] 

SECEDED CDDEEES SECEDE, to withdraw formally from alliance or association [v] 

SECEDER CDEEERS one that secedes (to withdraw formally from alliance or association) [n -S] 

SECEDES CDEEESS SECEDE, to withdraw formally from alliance or association [v] 

SECERNS CEENRSS SECERN, to discern as separate [v] 

SEDUCED CDDEESU SEDUCE, to lead astray [v] 

SEDUCER CDEERSU one that seduces (to lead astray) [n -S] 

SEDUCES CDEESSU SEDUCE, to lead astray [v] 

SENECIO CEEINOS flowering plant [n -S] 

SENESCE CEEENSS to grow old [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SERICIN CEIINRS kind of protein [n -S] 

SERVICE CEEIRSV to repair (to restore to good condition) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SICCING CCGIINS SIC, to urge to attack [v] 

SILENCE CEEILNS to make silent (making no sound or noise) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SINCERE CEEINRS free from hypocrisy or falseness [adj -R, -ST] 

SLICERS CEILRSS SLICER, one that slices (to cut into thin, flat pieces) [n] 

SLICING CGIILNS SLICE, to cut into thin, flat pieces [v] 

SLUICED CDEILSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SLUICES CEILSSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SOCIALS ACILOSS SOCIAL, friendly gathering [n] 

SOCIETY CEIOSTY organized group of persons [n -TIES] 

SOLACED ACDELOS SOLACE, to console (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [v] 
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SOLACER ACELORS one that solaces (to console (to comfort)) [n -S] 

SOLACES ACELOSS SOLACE, to console (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [v] 

SOLICIT CIILOST to ask for earnestly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SONANCE ACENNOS sound [n -S] 

SORCERY CEORRSY alleged use of supernatural powers [n -RIES] 

SOUPCON CNOOPSU minute amount [n] 

SOURCED CDEORSU SOURCE, to obtain from point of origin [v] 

SOURCES CEORSSU SOURCE, to obtain from point of origin [v] 

SPACERS ACEPRSS SPACER, one that spaces (to set some distance apart) [n] 

SPACIAL AACILPS spatial (of or pertaining to space) [adj] 

SPACIER ACEIPRS SPACEY, weird in behavior [adj] / SPACY [adj] 

SPACING ACGINPS distance between any two objects [n -S] / SPACE, to set some distance apart [v] 

SPANCEL ACELNPS to bind or fetter with rope [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

SPECIES CEEIPSS SPECIE, coined money [n] 

SPECIFY CEFIPSY to state in detail [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SPENCER CEENPRS trysail (type of sail) [n -S] 

SPENCES CEENPSS SPENCE, pantry (closet or room for storing kitchen utensils) [n] 

SPICERS CEIPRSS SPICER, one that spices (to season with spice (aromatic vegetable substance)) [n] 

SPICERY CEIPRSY spicy quality [n -RIES] 

SPICIER CEIIPRS SPICY, containing spices [adj] / SPICEY [adj] 

SPICILY CIILPSY in spicy manner [adv] 

SPICING CGIINPS SPICE, to season with spice (aromatic vegetable substance) [v] 

SPLICED CDEILPS SPLICE, to join at ends [v] 

SPLICER CEILPRS one that splices (to join at ends) [n -S] 

SPLICES CEILPSS SPLICE, to join at ends [v] 

SPRUCED CDEPRSU SPRUCE, to make spruce [v] 

SPRUCER CEPRRSU SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adj] 

SPRUCES CEPRSSU SPRUCE, to make spruce [v] 

STANCES ACENSST STANCE, manner of standing [n] 

STATICE ACEISTT flowering plant [n -S] 

STENCIL CEILNST to mark by means of perforated sheet of material [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

SUBACID ABCDISU slightly sour [adj] 

SUBCELL BCELLSU subdivision of cell [n -S] 

SUBDUCE BCDESUU to take away [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SUBRACE ABCERSU subdivision of race [n -S] 

SUCCEED CCDEESU to accomplish something desired or intended [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUCCESS CCESSSU attainment of something desired or intended [n -ES] 

SUFFICE CEFFISU to be adequate [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SUICIDE CDEIISU to kill oneself intentionally [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SURFACE ACEFRSU to apply outer layer to [v -D, -CING, -S] 
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T 

TACITLY ACILTTY TACIT, unspoken [adv] 

TRACING ACGINRT something that is traced [n -S] / TRACE, to follow course of [v] 

TRIACID ACDIIRT type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 
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TRICING CGIINRT TRICE, to haul up with rope [v] 

TRICITY CIIRTTY area that comprises three adjoining independent cities [n -TIES] 

TRUCING CGINRTU TRUCE, to suspend hostilities by mutual agreement [v] 
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ULCERED CDEELRU ULCER, to affect with ulcer (type of lesion) [v] 

UNBRACE ABCENRU to free from braces [v -D, -CING, -S] 

UNCEDED CDDEENU CEDE, to yield (to give up) [adj] 

UNFENCE CEEFNNU to remove fence from [v -D, -CING, -S] 

UNIFACE ACEFINU coin having design on only one side [n -S] 

UNLACED ACDELNU UNLACE, to unfasten laces of [v] 

UNLACES ACELNSU UNLACE, to unfasten laces of [v] 

UNVOICE CEINOUV to deprive of voice or vocal quality [v -D, -CING, -S] 

UPCYCLE CCELPUY to recycle into something of greater value [v -D, -LING, -S] 

USANCES ACENSSU USANCE, usage (firmly established and generally accepted practice or procedure) [n] 

USAUNCE ACENSUU usance (usage (firmly established and generally accepted practice or procedure)) [n -S] 
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VACCINA AACCINV vaccinia (cowpox (cattle disease)) [n -S] 

VACCINE ACCEINV preparation given to produce immunity to specific disease [n -S]  

VALANCE AACELNV to furnish with short drapery [v -D, -CING, -S] 

VALENCE ACEELNV degree of combining power of element or radical [n -S] 

VARICES ACEIRSV VARIX, varicose vein [n] 

VENDACE ACDEENV European fish [n -S] 

VICEROY CEIORVY one who rules as representative of sovereign [n -S] 

VICINAL ACIILNV nearby (near (situated within short distance)) [adj] 

VICIOUS CIIOSUV dangerously aggressive [adj] 

VISCERA ACEIRSV VISCUS, internal org[n] 

VIVACES ACEISVV VIVACE, musical passage played in brisk spirited manner [n] 

VOICERS CEIORSV VOICER, one that voices (to express or utter) [n] 

VOICING CGIINOV tonal quality of instrument in ensemble [n -S] / VOICE, to express or utter [v] 
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WINCERS CEINRSW WINCER, one that winces (to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily)) [n] 

WINCEYS CEINSWY WINCEY, type of fabric (woven, felted, or knitted material) [n] 

WINCING CGIINNW WINCE, to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily) [v] 
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ZOECIUM CEIMOUZ zooecium (sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism) [n -IA] 

ZOOECIA ACEIOOZ ZOOECIUM, sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism [n] 
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